HC-CBLB PRAYER - MEN IN WHITE LINEN

Father, I ask for the men in white linen that Father as I go about doing what I am supposed to do, they would join me, and come into the arena that I am operating in. Father, as I ascend into Your presence, the men in white linen would stand around and cheer my ascent into Your presence.

Father, I acknowledge them today. Lord, where I have sinned and not acknowledged, I confess that in the courtrooms of heaven today. Before others, before those that stand in the courtroom, I confess my sin, and ask for forgiveness for not acknowledging them. I ask forgiveness for not participating with them and doing what is needed. Father, today I receive them and acknowledge them. Father, I participate with them and what they do.

I loose them; release them to minister, to do what is needful around my life. Father, that they would fight and contend for me on my behalf, bringing revelation to me about the kingdom realm of heaven. Father, I ask that this knowledge would be instilled in my heart. In the name of Jesus, amen.¹²
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